Internship for 3-6

months in United
Kingdom
DEAR STUDENT
SIKH CHANNEL and BRIT ASIA are pleased
to offer you and recent graduates 3 to 6
months internships, giving you the opportunity
to work and gain valued experience in
television.

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY TO
IMPROVE YOUR CAREER
PROSPECTS...
"Be successful in the labour market.Be the best

in your chosen field by undertaking an internship

Be the first and reach to success...
in England"
"An Internship is an excellent opportunity to
improve your language skills, knowledge,
experience and international terminology, an
asset to go along with your profile..."
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SIKH CHANNEL
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ABOUT THE
COMPANY

Birmingham B6 4DY, UK
T: 0121 380 1050

The Sikh Channel is a not for profit

Brit Asia TV delivers the best of

Unit 3, Windmill Place

company.

British Asian music, the latest

Hanwell Lane

education and religious programming

entertainment,

for Sikhs and non-Sikhs alike. There

chat shows, reality TV shows and

is

Middlesex,
London UB2 4NJ, UK
Please contact to:
Mr DS Bal (Director)
E: dsb@sikhchannel.tv
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Hop and Underground music.
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WHAT WE OFFER
By the end of the internship the
trainee will have a very good
understanding of what day to day
office work involves. This will also be
the perfect opportunity to work
internationally and get a feel of the
international working environment.
Office work is essential in all areas of
work; therefore this would be a very
good highlight on your profile.

Punjabi

Pop

and

Sikh Channel
Unit 3, Avenue Road,
Birmingham B6 4DY, UK

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
TRAINING PROGRAMME IN
FILMING

T: 0121 380 1050
Unit 3, Hanwell Lane
Middlesex, Windmil Place
London UB2 4NJ, UK
Please contact to:
Mr DS Bal (Director)
E: dsb@sikhchannel.tv

The placement will give
students a unique opportunity
to train and complete their
vocational education and
training in a Country within
enlarged Europe. During his
or her stay, the student will be
involved in:

from

pre

to

post

production

including both technical,
administrative, and creative roles
in order to help the student to
choose an area of production or
operations which best fits his or
her aspirations.
During the training you will have



Producing

the opportunity to work with the



Editing

marketing specialists. You will pick



Camera and Sound

up the essential skills needed for a



Gallery and Vision

successful marketing professional.

Mixing

At the end of the training period
the trainee will have had the
opportunity to gain a complete all
round experience of television
production in an operational and
highly sought after broadcasting
environment; plus an idea of their
likely aptitude toward a very
specialist area.



Live and Pre Recorded
Broadcasting



Studio based and
outdoor production and
filming



Market research



Advertising



Script writing



Coordination of TV
presenters



Programme scheduling

Our aim is to provide a
comprehensive learning
experience in all aspects of
broadcast production

Sikh Channel
Unit 3, Avenue Road,

FEEDBACK BY CURRENT INTERNS AT
SIKH CHANNEL

Birmingham B6 4DY, UK
T: 0121 380 1050
Unit 3, Windmill Place
Hanwell Lane
Middlesex,
London UB2 4NJ, UK
Please contact to:
Mr DS Bal (Director)
E: dsb@sikhchannel.tv

I have been working for
the company since one
month. I am working as
a camera assistant. This
task has been
interesting for me
because I had not done
anything similar before.
I can develop
theoretical knowledge
acquired through my
study at University.
Constantly I receive
interesting working
tasks with which I can
improve my skills. The
people working here
are willing and ready to
answer my questions.
Working in Sikh Channel
is the excellent
opportunity for me.
With this decision I can
increase my chance to
be successful in my
future.

I have been here for 2
months .I am working
with media and I spent
my time going on
assisting production
team.I would definitely
recommend it, it’s laid
back and gave me a lot
of confidence to go out
and finally start
applying for jobs and
internships. I gained a
lot of confidence I
make a lot more sense
and I meet different
cultures. I found people
so fascinating from
different cultures,
religions and social
status’.

I have spent my 2
months of internship
here at Sikh Channel
TV, and I have gained
useful experience both
in the studio, and on
outside shootings. I
think the skills that I
have obtained here will
be of great use, and are
essential towards my
career in the future.
Also, I was able to
improve my English,
and working in a
multicultural
environment with all
friendly and helpful
people has taught me
some things that will
help me in every part of
my life.

Sikh Channel
Unit 3, Avenue Road,
Birmingham B6 4DY, UK
T: 0121 380 1050

AS A HOSTING ORGANIZATION OF
THE PROJECT WE COMMIT
OURSELVES TO:

Unit 3, Windmill Place
Hanwell Lane

Creating a professional

Issue the certificate of the

Middlesex,

and working environment

training under the Erasmus /

London UB2 4NJ, UK

experience for university

Leonardo da Vinci Program,

Please contact to:
Mr DS Bal (Director)

students,

E: dsb@sikhchannel.tv

Providing an accessible

Carry out the tutoring and

and helpful service to the

assigning the mentor at the

students, with access to all

host organization

information regarding the
professional training
Equip the student with all
the skills essential to the
training before the end of
the training
Meet all conditions
connected with training
before the student leaves
his/her home country

Sikh Channel
Unit 3, Avenue Road,

OUR TASK AS A PARTNER ORGANIZATION
WITHIN THE PROJECT WILL BE:

Birmingham B6 4DY, UK
T: 0121 380 1050
Unit 3, Windmill Place
Hanwell Lane
Middlesex,
London UB2 4NJ, UK

To enable the beneficiaries of the

To do our best for successful

project to familiarize themselves

execution of the placement project;

with the structure, objectives;

evaluation of the placement and

Please contact to:
Mr DS Bal (Director)

to take care that traineeship will get

certification.

E: dsb@sikhchannel.tv

professional recognition;

to do our best to make the student
feel comfortable while working and
staying with us

If you have any question please do not hesitate to contact us, we will be pleased to answer
any questions.

Sikh Channel
Unit 3, Avenue Road,
Birmingham B6 4 DY, UK
Please contact to:
Mr DS Bal (Director)
T: 01213801050
E: dsb@sikhchannel.tv
W: www.sikhchannel.tv

